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ZoneFox Augmented Intelligence (AI)

ZoneFox is the only UEBA that has been built from 
the ground-up to specifically address the challenge 
of analysing human behaviour to give you the right 
insights at the right time. 

By combining the expertise of your security team with the key insights you need you’ll 

stand a better chance of understanding what’s really happening across your incredibly 

complex information systems. It’s the Augmented Intelligence you need to rapidly 

understand where your focus needs to be. 

Just push. Zero configuration agent means breakneck speed deployment & 

instant protection!

On-premise or in the cloud, deploy ZoneFox to suit your business needs.

No logs, no policies  only the insights you need, when you need them so you 

can focus on the important stuff without drowning in data.

Rapid response. See what’s going on and deal with it - in minutes not days, 

weeks or even months. 

Centralised, robust architecture means you can throw data at ZoneFox from 

anywhere in the world - and it’ll do the rest.
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Security that empowers

ZoneFox delivers the rapid insights that are critical for helping you to create a strong 

security posture … and all from a single dashboard. See where your business-critical 

data is going, who’s accessing it, and who’s doing things with it that they shouldn’t be, 

either accidentally or maliciously – quickly, easily and without impacting on endpoints 

or user privacy.

How does ZoneFox work?

Simple. ZoneFox simply gathers the data and then swiftly delivers straightforward, 

easy insights for your team to take the appropriate action - without a log in sight. An 

easy, agile Insider Threat solution that delivers the truth, the whole truth and nothing 

but the truth around user behaviour in easy-to-understand visuals and reports. 

ZoneFox scales with your organisation, allowing comprehensive investigation at 

every level of detail.

 ZoneFox works on behalf of you, not the other way round , learning from the 

anomalies you find most valuable and then screening out irrelevant detections.

Each ZoneFox visualisation clearly expresses the shape of the data, accentuating 

high risk anomalies while giving you a birds eye view of user behaviour.

So if your data’s at risk you’ll be the first to know. ZoneFox displays data so that you 

can rapidly prioritise high risk anomalies.

Smart reporting - detailed, dynamic dashboard capabilities that enable you to make 

high-level decisions around your security posture, all in one place and in real-time.

Detailed forensics so you can quickly answer critical questions - who, where and 

why - and at the same time staying compliant around data regulations.
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A ‘push’ architecture solution that’s constantly driving data, ZoneFox removes 

the resource-sucking need to transform endless, messy log files into answers 

- an unrealistic approach for most enterprises. How? We capture the key 

information from 5 (touchpoints) and deliver only the key data around:

User

Processes

Machine/Device

Resource - ie file; database; sharepoint

Behaviour

In short, what Insider Threat solutions usually require - time, effort, late nights and 

never-ending demands on resources you simply don’t have - and what ZoneFox 

delivers - quick, easy, consistent no-nonsense insights - are worlds apart.

Unique 5-factor model

USERS1 PROCESSES2 DEVICES3 RESOURCES4 BEHAVIOUR5
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...with 5 easy steps

The super-lightweight ZoneFox agent securely streams continuous sequences 

of activities from monitored endpoints or cloud services - without impacting on 

performance or privacy.

The centralised server-component analyzes all activity using our advanced 

5-factor authentication and delivering detailed behavioural analytics with critical 

visibility into user behaviour.

ZoneFox automatically learns ‘normal’ user behaviour - then detects the 

‘unknown unknowns’ so you can be alerted in real-time to any anomalous 

activities and act lightning fast before issues become big problems.

ZoneFox can be implemented across multiple device types with its alerting, reporting, 

investigative and management capabilities achieved through a web-based GUI.

Detailed analytics and forensics timelines mean you’re equipped with future 

forensic requirements, allowing offline analysis and triage of suspected systems.
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The bottom line? ZoneFox optimises each stage of the threat investigation 

pipeline to deliver rapid automated detection and blazingly fast investigation of 

anomalous behaviour so you can take the right course of action. No nonsense, 

easy Insider Threat detection.



Like to Learn More?
www.zonefox.com

youtube.com/zonefoxvideo

@zonefox

info@zonefox.com

Argyle House,

Edinburgh,

EH3 9DR

0845 388 4999

ZoneFox is a market leader in User Behaviour Analytics  that help secure 

your business-critical data - and backs it all up with a proven track record 

of protecting reputation, sales revenue, and competitive advantage.  

Bottom line? Really great Insider Threat protection that works the way 

your business needs it to, and not the other way round.

About Zonefox


